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Back in the late 90s, electronic copies of C and M essences "ROSTOK" were introduced 
into the selector. The following groups have now been transferred to IMEDIS: LM, E,
P, SOM.

There is extensive experience in the use of these essences, both natively and 
electronically. These essences are approved for use in Austria and Germany and 
are widely used.

In terms of their structure and manufacturing method, these essences differ 
significantly from the already known flower essences of all types, such as, for 
example, Bach Flowers, California essences, cereal essences, etc., including 
FLOWERPLEX preparations. They contain certain information packages of the 
Earth's lithosphere, meticulously selected for specific topics. Moreover, this 
information is recorded in a certain way on well-structured water at an altitude of 
about 1000 m or more above sea level. In the language of physics, these essences 
are very broadband and act simultaneously at all levels, i.e. on the purely physical, 
spiritual, emotional, etc.

Essences "ROSTOK" began to gain more and more importance now, when in 
energy-information medicine methods of treatment began to be created by 
influencing the immune system. Already the first works on 
psychoneuroimmunology showed that between the immune system, the mental
mood, presence of stressful two-way 
communication. Mental
the most varied external and

states there is a very strong e state of a 
person as a product

internal (e.g. genetic
predisposition, endogenous psychosis, etc.), the effect on it has a profound effect 
on the function of the immune system, and vice versa, the immune system in all its 
diversity can affect physiological processes only by influencing the human psyche. 
At the same time, they are already talking about a special “consciousness” of the 
immune system, which can contribute to the fact that the immune system does not 
act as a priority not to optimize the homeostasis of an individual individual, but can 
pursue hierarchically more general goals of the population and the preservation of 
life in general. How not to recall here V. Vernadsky's foresight!

The first feature of ROSTOK essences is that they can and should be perfectly 
used to diagnose a condition in all its diversity. In this case, you can get the 
following information:

- what is the state at the moment;
- what topic is relevant now;
- what is the reason for the occurrence of this state (hereditive, associated with the influence 

of the environment, associated with the structure of the psyche, etc.);
- this individual will cope with the problems himself with therapeutic support 

or it is necessary to correct his purpose;
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- is it possible to change his "fate" at all;
- what are the possibilities of correction, both at this stage and in the future;

- what protective information should be introduced into the patient's morphogenetic 
field.

This analysis helps both the therapist and the patient. At the same time, one 
of the most significant achievements of this analysis (as in the Scholten system) is 
that the patient “recognizes” himself, realizes his problems and begins to 
understand them structurally, setting appropriate priorities. Such results are much 
more difficult and even impossible to obtain only through the collection of 
anamnesis.

Using essences requires certain skills. The peculiarity of their application in 
the APK "IMEDIS" is their relatively easy testing and the possibility of using them 
during BRT.

Essences "ROSTOK" enhance the effect of induction programs. Let's take as 
an example the problem of the existence of subconscious fears. For the treatment 
of this very serious psychosomatic problem, which can negate all the efforts of the 
therapist, the IMEDIS system has many possibilities: these are numerous 
MEDFARMA preparations, Bach Flowers, Roy Martin preparations, Lindas 
preparations, the corresponding induction program. But the complete removal of 
the emotion of fear is achieved only with the use of the essence of M41. In all 
cleansing operations, the essence of M13 is indispensable, and the essence of M7 
is much stronger than the corresponding "rescue" essence of Bach.

The essence of Frankincense is of particular importance. As you know, at present, the 
intake of incense inside is now carried away both with various brain tumors and with 
severe arthritis, arthrosis and microinflammatory processes. The use of the essence of 
Frankincense with BRT significantly enhances the effect of therapy.

One of the very serious problems is chakra harmonization. The selector 
contains a set of drugs both for testing and for normalizing their functioning. But 
this applies only to the classic somatic chakras. Both in Indian teachings and in 
modern biocybernetic models
the next 5 chakras, which are responsible for transmitting special cosmic 
information to the individual, are also presented. Here, C8-12 drugs provide 
invaluable service both in testing and in therapy. Moreover, the changes occurring 
in the body after the stabilization of these chakras are so strong that it is 
immediately noticeable during segmental diagnostics. If at least one of these 
"shutters" is closed, light therapy (and many other types of therapy) is ineffective!

Another interesting property of these essences is the ability to work with the 
subconscious of patients. This is a very important factor when working with children.

Ms Wolgemut's books contain interesting indication sheets on the use of 
these essences, for example, in her book "Rostok-Essenzen". ISBN 9
783 950 11 4232.

Details in the use of essences "ROSTOK", especially LM-essences and the most 
interesting results will be presented and discussed at
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seminar.
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